
Review lecture notes:  
1) Inflammation response is a vary wide and big process start from regonizing 

the enemy until repairing is done 

2) Inflammatory response happens in (alive/vascularized/viable) tissues

3) The table of the causes of inflammation is very important ( infections/tissue 

necrosis/ foreign bodies/ immune reactions)

4) Steps of inflammation (  recognize - recruitment - remove - restore - repair)

5) PAPMs VS. DAMPs

6) Exudate vs. trasduatd

7) The table that shows the main differences between neutrophils and 

macrophages is very important 

8) The curve that shows the phases of inflammatory response (important)

9) Leukocytes activation steps ( migration - rolling -  adhering - transmigration)

10) NET ( it is mainly composed of the DNA of a died neutrophils (apoptosis))

11) Memorize the steps of phagocytosis (sequentially)

12) Neutrophils have more granules that are filled of enzymes than macrophages 

13) Termination 7 mechanisms (very important)

14) The mediators tables very very important 

15) Arachidonic acid two pathways (very important) with the function of each one

16) Local inflammation / systemic protective effects/ systemic pathological effects 

17) The mediator that it is receptors are G-protein coupled receptors: 

chemokines 

18) Chemokines are very important in inflammation and maintain the tissue 

architecture 

19) C3b is for phagocytosis ( work as in opsonization)

20) Regulation mechanisms of the complement system

21) Serous morphology:  transduate 

22) Fibrous morphology; exudate

23) M1 (classical pathway) vs M2 ( alternative pathway)

24) How CD4+ T cells activate the M1 or M2 ( extremely important)

25) Eosinophilic inflammation : it is a chronic iflammation

26) Granulomatous ( specific type of chronic inflammation) important / remember 

its cause is unknown  
27) Sacroidosis : unknown etiology 

28) Cat scratch disease ( important )

29) Add ferritin to the list of acute phase proteins **slide 102 ( a student ask about 

it)

30) Angiogenesis play a very important role in Healing ( No Angiogenesis —> No 

Healing) 




Tables that are very important  



 
 



 









